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Direct Investments
The number of available public investments have declined rapidly. Additionally, Waypoint’s discipline and strict diligence 

criteria at “the edges of the investable universe” makes finding attractive investment opportunities in public markets 

increasingly rare. 

Waypoint believes that finding direct investment opportunities as alternate investments – in private and public markets 

alike - is critical over the long term. 

What are ‘Direct Investments’?

• Co-investments on a ‘deal by deal’ basis within distinct Limited Partnerships

• Investing in private companies or constructive activism opportunities in the public markets

• Proprietary deal flow sourced, analyzed, assessed, structured and priced by Waypoint

• In some cases where domain expertise exists within our firm, Waypoint partners may take an active leadership role in 

the business

An Overview of our Direct Investment Capabilities

• Operational Guidance, Optimization and Execution

• Capital for Growth, Scale & Efficiency

• Capital Structure & Recapitalization

• M&A, LBO's, Divestitures and Corporate Carve-Outs

• Public vs. Private Valuation 

• Manage Entrepreneur or Family Succession

Here we provide a high level introduction to how we think about the components of our direct investment due diligence 

processes.



The breadth of opportunities for institutional investors in the private markets have increased dramatically with the maturation of 

the public equity asset class. Private equity encompasses a wide range of investment styles & strategies, including leveraged

buyouts, growth capital, mezzanine financing, venture capital, distressed turnarounds and many more. To complicate things 

further, imagine examining each of these strategies across industries, geographies and businesses sizes…

At Waypoint Investment Partners, we identified the key processes of a private equity firm and created a clear strategy for each in 

order to understand – where possible – our edge.

Critical Functions Of The Direct Investing Diligence Process

Sourcing 

Investments & Capital

Deal Strategy & The 

Investment Thesis
Due Diligence Deal Structure

Operating Company 

Management

Monitoring, Back-Office, Portfolio Support etc.
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In reality, each function warrants its own full document and explanation. We asked ourselves thought provoking questions for 

each function to ensure that we were either (i) developing an edge or differentiator OR (ii) operating with the best practices  

1. Sourcing Investments & Capital

• We can’t operate in all industries, geographies & business sizes – where are we focused?

• How do we filter our pool of potential investments to identify the best possible opportunities?

• How should we source capital (internal, 3rd party, individual vs. institutional etc.)?

2. Deal Strategy & The Investment Thesis (Next Section Focuses on This Component)

• As investors, what is our “edge” in a given investment?

• How can we maximize returns and minimize risk for operators and investors alike?

• What is our investment process to uncover attractive and undervalued assets?

3. Due Diligence

• How can we balance efficient, expedient due diligence with completeness and thoroughness?

• What are our internal processes for legal, accounting, key personnel, financial statement diligence etc.?

• How do we refine our processes so we can assess and close transactions in a timely fashion?

• Note that many people treat 2. & 3. as due diligence, here we separate them very deliberately (see next section)

4. Deal Structure

• How should we structure operating companies & LPs?

• What unique forms of financing and capital structure can we use to enhance returns for operators & investors?

• How do we ensure strong alignment of incentives between operators, investors and Waypoint Investment Partners?

5. Operating Company Management

• How can we ensure we are value-adding partners to our operating companies?

• What is the best way to monitor progress and track the progression of our investment thesis?

• How can we ensure best-in-class and productive corporate governance?

Often grouped together, but we separate these 
two deliberately

Direct Investments
Opportunities to access and invest in 

cash generative businesses



Total Returns 

Framework

Capital Gains 
Returns from Fundamental Business Performance 

and its Valuation

Capital Structure & Usage of Cash
Returns from Optimizing the Capital Structure and 

Usage of Non-Reinvested Cash Flows

Change in The Business’ 

Expectations
Change in what an investor is willing to 

pay for the business

Change in The Fundamental 

Value of a Business 
From Its Strategic & Operational 

Performance

Change in Capital Structure
How a company uses leverage (debt 

addition or repayment) to increase returns 
for equity holders
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The most important driver an 

executive can control

The actual increases in cash 

flows a business creates 

through its strategic & 

operational decisions

How a company uses its 

available cash flows, and 

effectively allocates this capital 

to drive growth, margin 

improvements and capital 

efficiency

Cash Flow Distributions
How a company uses non-reinvested cash 

flows to increase returns via cash 
distributions for equity holders

Value created by increasing 

price (expressed as a multiple 

of cash flow) an investor is 

willing to pay

Improving the prospects of 

future growth, margin 

improvement and cash flow 

Price paid at the time of initial 

investment vs. the price 

investors are willing to pay 

today

The usage of financial leverage 

to improve returns for owners / 

shareholders and knowing when 

the addition or reduction of 

debt is optimal

Optimizing how companies use 

the cash that needn’t be 

reinvested into the business or 

used to paydown debt to 

increase owner / shareholder 

returns via cash distribution (e.g, 

dividends, share buybacks)

These are just a few examples of key questions we asked ourselves within each process function – the answers to which are 

critical in creating a comprehensive investment process that drives our decision making. 

Here, we introduce you to our thinking around 2. Deal Strategy & The Investment Thesis and how we think about maximizing 

the returns we create for operators and investors alike. 

Using a Total Returns Analysis framework to disaggregate returns and define the investment thesis 

Private equity investments are judged using several metrics such as the Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Levered & Unlevered IRRs 

and Multiple of Invested Capital (MOIC) among others. We find it very informative to take these metrics, disaggregate them, and 

reorganize them into four critical drivers of the investment returns. 

Required Capabilities

Strategy

Operational Expertise

Value creation strategies 

focused on improving the cash 

flows generated by the 

business

Required Capabilities

Valuation, Price Discipline & 

Negotiation, Strategy

Price discipline and entry price is 

typically the largest driver of 

Total Returns from a private 

investment

Required Capabilities

Capital Structure, Corporate 

Finance

Usage of leverage to 

enhanced unlevered returns 

(e.g, Levered IRR)

Required Capabilities

Valuation, Strategy, Corporate 

Finance

Clear discipline in allocating 

cash flows: reinvesting cash at or 

above cost of capital vs. 

distributing cash to enhance IRR

When we build our valuation models, we disaggregate IRR & MOIC into these four drivers so we explicitly know how we are 

expecting to generate returns from our investment. This portion of our investment process is critical as it:

• Allows us to understand exactly how much value is created by our ability to improve the cash flows of the business and our 

price discipline (primary drivers of “unlevered returns”) vs. how we optimize the capital structure (“levered returns”)

• Ensures we have the right capabilities internally or within our operating companies to maximize each driver

• Benchmark and track our investment performance in a more meaningful way

• Allow us to build more meaningful scenarios and sensitivities in our financial models to ensure we are maximizing returns and

minimizing risk for operators & investors

Above all, this framework creates extreme clarity in our investment thesis – allowing us enhance or disprove any preconceived 

premise.

We would welcome a discussion on how we use this framework within our investments, or of the other process functions we 

referenced earlier. 


